This paper deals with the problem of computing, in an online fashion, a maximum benefit multi-commodity flow (ONMCF), where the flow demands may be bigger than the edge capacities of the network.
Introduction
We study the problem of computing a multi-commodity flow in an online setting (ONMCF). The network is fixed and consists of n nodes and m directed edges with capacities. The adversary introduces flow requests in an online fashion.
A flow request r j is specified by the source node s j , the target node t j , the demand d j , i.e., the amount of flow that is required, and the benefit b j , i.e., the credit that is given for a served request.
We focus on an all-or-nothing scenario, where a credit b j is given only if a request r j is fully served, otherwise, the credit is zero. Given a sequence of flow requests, the goal is to compute a multi-commodity flow (MCF) that maximizes the total benefit of fully served requests. Our algorithm can deal with high demands d j . In particular, the demand d j may be bigger than the maximum capacity. * School of Electrical Engineering, Tel-Aviv Univ., Tel-Aviv 69978, Israel. {guy,medinamo}@eng.tau.ac.il the profit of the served VNET requests. Some of the results in [EMSS12] require solving the ONMCF problem with high demands.
Approaches for Online MCF with High Demands
We briefly discuss the weaknesses of approaches for solving the ONMCF problem that rely directly on previous algorithms.
The algorithms in [AAP93, BN06] route each request along a single path. They require that the demand is smaller than the capacities. In order to apply these methods one should augment the capacities in advance so that the requested demand is bounded by the bottleneck along each path from the source to the destination. This augmentation might be polynomial compared to the logarithmic augmentation requirement by our algorithm.
Another option is to split the requests into subrequests of small demand so that each subdemand is smaller than the minimum capacity. After that, a single-path online routing algorithm [AAP93, BN06] can be used to route each of these subrequests. In this case, some of the subrequests might be rejected, hence violating our all-or-nothing requirement.
We define the granularity of a flow as the smallest positive flow along an edge in the network. Let ε denote the granularity of a flow. One can formulate the multi-commodity problem as a packing linear problem and apply the methods in [BN09b, BN09a] . The edge capacity augmentation of these algorithms depends on the log( 1 ε ), which might be unbounded. For example, consider the following network: (1) The set of nodes is V = {u, v}, (2) there are two unit capacity parallel edges (u, v). Consider a request with demand d j = 1 + ε, for ε < 1. If the flow oracle computes an all-or-nothing flow that routes flow of size 1 on one edge and ε on the other, then the granularity is ε.
In order to solve this granularity problem, one can apply [BN09b, BN09a] and apply randomized rounding to obtain an all-or-nothing solution with unit granularity. Even in the unit-demand case, this technique increases the competitive ratio from O(1) to O(log n) while the edge capacity augmentation is O(log n). Our result shows that an O(1)-competitive ratio is achievable.
Techniques
Our algorithm is based on the online primal-dual scheme. The online primal-dual scheme by Buchbinder and Naor [BN09a, BN09b, BN06] invokes an "min-weight" path oracle. The oracles considered in [BN09a, BN09b, BN06] are either exact oracles or approximate oracles. Bansal et. al [BLNZ11] use bi-criteria oracles. Namely, the oracles they considered are approximated and augment the edge capacities. We need tri-criteria oracles.
We extend the online primal-dual scheme so it supports tri-criteria oracles. In the context of MCF, the oracles compute min-cost flow. The three criteria of the these oracles are: (1) the approximation ratio, (2) the capacity augmentation of the edges, and (3) the granularity of the computed flow.
Multiple criteria oracles were studied by Kolliopoulos and Young [KY05] . They presented bi-criteria approximation algorithms for covering and packing integer programs. Their algorithm finds an approximate solution while violating the packing constraints. The granularity property is used in [KY05] to mitigate this violation.
Problem Definition
Online multi-commodity flow (ONMCF) is defined as follows.
The Network. Let G = (V, E) denote a directed graph, where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of directed edges of the network. Let n |V |, and m |E|. Each edge e ∈ E has a capacity c e ≥ 1.
The Input. The online input is a sequence of requests σ, i.e., σ = {r j } j∈N + . Each flow request is a 4-tuple r j = (s j , t j , d j , b j ). Let s j , t j ∈ V denote, respectively, the source node and the target node of the jth request. Let d j ≥ 1 denote the flow demand for the jth request. Let b j ≥ 1 denote the benefit for the jth request. We consider an online setting, namely, the requests arrive one-by-one, and no information is known about a request r j before its arrival.
The Output. The output is a multi-commodity flow F = (f 1 , f 2 , . . .). For each request r j , f j is a flow from s j to t j .
Terminology. Let |f j | denote the amount of flow of f j . Let f j (e) denote the jth flow along the edge e ∈ E. Finally, for every e ∈ E, F (j) (e) j k=1 f k (e), that is, the accumulated flow along an edge e after request r j is processed. We say that an MCF F = (f 1 , f 2 , . . .) fully serves a request r j if |f j | = d j . We say that an MCF F rejects a request r j if |f j | = 0. We say that an MCF is all-or-nothing if each request is either fully served or rejected. An all-or-nothing MCF is credited b j for each fully served request r j . We say that an online MCF (ONMCF) algorithm is monotone if flow is never retracted. We say that an online MCF (ONMCF) algorithm is preemptive if the flow f j of a fully served request r j is retracted entirely, i.e., |f j | = 0. A monotone ONMCF algorithm is, in particular, non-preemptive.
The Objective. The goal is to compute an all-or-nothing ONMCF that maximizes the total benefit of the served requests.
The Main Result
We present an online algorithm for the ONMCF problem that satisfies the following properties:
1. The algorithm is centralized and deterministic.
2. There is no limitation on demands. In particular, min j d j may exceed max e c e .
3. The algorithm is all-or-nothing.
4. The online algorithm ALG competes with an all-or-nothing offline optimal algorithm. 5. The algorithm is (1 + δ)-competitive, for a constant δ ∈ (0, 1].
6. The algorithm violates the capacity constraints by an O(log n) factor.
7. The algorithm is non-preemptive and monotone.
For a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ), let x min min i x i . Similarly, x max max i x i . The main result is formalized in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Main Result). Let γ denote a constant. Assume that:
Then, Algorithm 1 is a non-preemptive, monotone, online algorithm for the ONMCF problem that computes an all-or-nothing multi-commodity flow that is (O(1), O(log n))-competitive.
Online Packing and Covering Formulation
In this section we present a sequence of packing linear programs (LPs) that correspond to the ONMCF problem. We also present covering linear programs. We refer to the covering programs as the primal LPs and to the packing programs as the dual LPs.
Flow Polytopes
We define polytopes of flows that correspond to the requests {r j } j∈N + as follows.
Note that a request r j is µ-feasible if and only if the capacity of the minimum cut that separates s k from t k is at least
. In particular, a request r j may be feasible even if d j > max e c e .
P-LP(j) : 
Packing and Covering Formulation
For every prefix of requests {r k } j k=1 we define a primal linear program P-LP(j) and a dual linear program D-LP(j). The LP's appear in Figure 1 .
The packing program D-LP(j) has a variable y f for every flow f ∈ k V (Π k ) and two types of constraints: demand constraints and capacity constraints. The capacity constraints require that the load on every edge e is at most c e . The demand constraints require that the conical combination of unit flows in V (Π k ) is a flow of size at most d k .
The covering program P-LP(j) has a variable x e for every edge e ∈ E, and a variable z k for every request r k , where k ≤ j. It is useful to view x e as the cost of a unit flow along e.
The Online Algorithm ALG
In this section we present the online algorithm ALG.
Preliminaries
The algorithm maintains the following variables: (1) For every edge e the primal variable x e , (2) for every request r j the primal variable z j , and (3) the multi-commodity flow F . The primal variables x, z are initialized to zero. The MCF F is initialized to zero as well.
Notation. Let x (j)
e denote the value of the primal variable x e after request r j is processed by ALG. For every request r j , let cost j (f ) denote the x-cost of a flow f , formally:
For every flow f , let w(f ) denote the sum of the flows along the edges, formally:
Let F (k) denote the MCF F after request r k is processed. Let benefit j (F ) denote the benefit of MCF F after request r j is processed, formally:
Let value j (x, z) denote the objective function's value of P-LP(j) for a given x and z, formally:
Let F * denote an all-or-nothing offline optimal MCF w.r.t input sequence σ = {r j } j .
Definition 3. An MCF F = (f 1 , f 2 , . . .) is (α, β)-competitive with respect to a sequence {r j } j of requests if for every j:
(ii) F is β-feasible: for every e ∈ E, F (j) (e) ≤ β · c e .
Definition 4. An MCF F = (f 1 , f 2 , . . .) is all-or-nothing if each request r j is either fully served by F or it is rejected by F (i.e., |f j | ∈ {0, d j }).
Description
Upon arrival of a request r j , if the request is not feasible, then the algorithm rejects it upfront. Otherwise, if the request is feasible, then ALG invokes a tri-criteria oracle. The oracle returns a unit-flow f j for r j . If the cost of the oracles's flow is "small enough", then the request is accepted as follows: (1) the flow F is updated by adding the oracle's unit-flow f j times the required demand d j , (2) the primal variables x e , for every edge e that the flow f j traverses, are updated.
If the flow is "too expensive", then the request is rejected and no updates are made to the primal variables and to the MCF F .
The listing of the online algorithm ALG appears in Algorithm 1.
The Oracle
The oracle description is as follows:
(i) Input: Request r j , edge capacities
, and edge costs x (j−1) : E → R ≥0 .
(ii) Output: A unit-flow f from s j to t j .
Let MIN-COST j denote the min-cost flow in Π j w.r.t. the costs x e , formally:
Note that: (1) MIN-COST j is well defined because Π j = ∅, and (2) the edge capacities in Π j are ce d j . The oracles in our context are tri-criteria, as formalized in the following definition.
Definition 5 (Oracle Criteria). We say that an oracle is (λ, µ, ε)-criteria, if the oracle outputs a flow f that satisfies the following properties:
(ii) (µ-Augmentation.) f ∈ Π j (µ).
(iii) (ε-Granular.) f (e) > 0 ⇒ f (e) ≥ ε. Algorithm 1 ALG: Online multi-commodity flow algorithm. The algorithm receives a sequence of requests and outputs a multi-commodity flow F .
1) If r j is not feasible (i.e., Π j = ∅), then reject r j and skip the remaining lines.
A Tri-criteria Oracle for Minimum Cost Flow
The oracle's listing is as follows.
The Oracle Outline.
2. Decompose f to at most m flow paths {f 1 , . . . , f m }.
3. Remove each flow path f ℓ such that |f ℓ | < 1 2m 2 .
4. Let g denote the removed flow from f .
5. Scale every remaining flow path f ℓ (i.e., |f ℓ | ≥ 1 2m 2 ) as follows:
The proof of the following lemma appears in Appendix A.
Lemma 1. The oracle is (2, 2,
Lemma 1 justifies using the following parameters: λ = µ = 2, and ε = 1 2m 2 .
Analysis
The following observation is proved by the fact that 1 z · (2 z − 1) is monotone increasing for z > 0.
Proof. By Observation 1 and since L j (e) ≤ 1, it follows that
and the observation follows.
In the following theorem we prove that ALG is an all-or-nothing (α, β)-competitive, nonpreemptive and monotone online algorithm.
Theorem 2. Assume that:
The oracle is (λ, µ, ε)-criteria.
Then ALG is non-preemptive, monotone, online algorithm for the ONMCF problem that computes an all-or-nothing multi-commodity flow that is (α, β)-competitive.
Proof. The ALG algorithm rejects upfront requests that are not feasible. These requests are also rejected by F * , hence it suffices to prove (α, β)-competitiveness w.r.t fractional offline optimal algorithm over the feasible requests. We now prove α-competitiveness and β-feasibility. α-competitiveness. First, we prove α-competitiveness. Let ∆ j P value j (x, z)−value j−1 (x, z), and ∆ j F benefit j (F ) − benefit j−1 (F ). We begin by proving that ∆ j P ≤ α · ∆ j F for every request r j .
Recall that x (j) e denotes the value of the primal variable x e after r j is processed. If r j is rejected then ∆ j P = ∆ j F = 0 and the claim holds. If r j is accepted, then ∆ j F = b j and ∆ j P = e (x (j) e − x (j−1) e ) · c e + d j · z j . Let f j denote the output of the oracle when dealing with request r j , i.e., f j ← oracle(
where the third inequality holds since the oracle is µ-augmented and by Observation 2. Hence,
Equation 1 and
Step 6 of ALG imply that:
where the last inequality holds since b j ≥ 1.
as required. Initially, the primal variables and the flow F equal zero. Hence, Equation 2 implies that:
We now prove that, the primal variables {x
e } e ∪ {z i } i≤j constitute a feasible solution for P-LP(j):
Since the oracle is λ-approximate it follows that for every f ′ ∈ V (Π j ):
It follows that the primal constraints are satisfied in this case.
2. If r j is accepted, then
it follows that for every f ′ ∈ V (Π j ):
We conclude that the primal constraints are satisfied in this case as well.
The first j flows of the optimal offline multi-commodity flow F * are clearly a feasible solution to D-LP(j). The value of this solution equals benefit j (F * ). Since the primal variables constitute a feasible primal solution, weak duality implies that:
Hence, by Equation 3, it follows that:
which proves that ALG is α-competitive.
β-feasibility. We now prove β-feasibility, i.e., for every r i and for every e ∈ E, F (i) (e) ≤ β · c e . We prove a lower bound and an upper bound on x e in the next two lemmas. Let r j denote the index of the last request. Let
Lemma 2. For every edge e,
Proof. Recall that x (k) (resp. F (k) ) denote the value of x (resp. F ) after request r k is processed. We prove by induction on k ≤ j that
The induction basis, for k = 0, holds because both sides equal zero.
Induction step: Note that if r k is rejected, then both sides of Equation 4 remain unchanged, and hence Equation 4 holds by the induction hypothesis. We now consider the case that r k is accepted. The update rule in
Step 7 of ALG implies that
max{λ,µ}·ce − 1 .
The lemma follows.
Lemma 3. For every accepted request
. By the update rule for x e , we have:
Since the oracle is µ-augmented, L k (e) ≤ 1. In addition, since the oracle is ε-granular, w(f j ) ≥ ε.
Further Extensions
Requests with known durations. The algorithm can be extended to deal with flow requests with known durations. For the sake of simplicity, the flow requests in this paper are permanent, namely, after arrival, a request stays forever. Using previous techniques [AAP93, BN06, EMSS12], our algorithm can be adapted to deal also with the important variant of known durations. In this variant, each request, upon arrival, also has an end-time. The competitive ratio for known durations when the requests are a logarithmic fraction of the capacities is O(log(nT )), where T denotes the longest duration [AAP93] . In fact, the primal-dual method in [BN06] can be extended to the case of routing requests with known durations (see [EMSS12] ). Thus, for known durations, if the demands are bounded by the minimum capacity, then the primal-dual method yields an online algorithm, the competitive ratio of which is (O(1), O(log(nT ))). One can apply a tri-criteria oracle with granularity O(n −2 ), to obtain an (O(1), O(log(nT )))-competitive ratio for known durations even with high demands.
All-or-nothing machine scheduling. A simple application of our algorithm is the case of maximizing throughput in an online job all-or-nothing scheduling problem on unrelated machines. The variant in which the objective is to minimize the load was studied by Aspnes et al. [AAF + 97] . We, on the other hand, focus on maximizing the throughput.
Jobs arrive online, and may be assigned to multiple machines immediately upon arrival. Moreover, a job may require specific subset of machines, i.e., restricted assignment. The increase in the load of a machine when a job is assigned to it is a function of the machine and the fraction of the job that is assigned to it. Formally, Let τ j (e) ∈ [0, 1] denote the "speed up" of machine e when processing job j, that is, one unit of job e on machine j incurs a an additional load of τ j (e) on machine e. The reduction is to network of m parallel edges, one edge per machine. The capacity of each edge equals the capacity of the corresponding machine.
Large jobs need to be assigned to multiple machines, while small jobs may be assigned to a single machine (as in [AAF + 97]). In this case our algorithm is (O(1), O( log m min j,e τ j (e) ))-competitive, where m is the number of machines.
Hence, f ∈ Π j (2), as required.
Moreover, the flow along every scaled flow path f 
